NOT TO SCALE

WHERE MAJOR ROCK ARE LARGER TO BE PRESENT.
DO NOT OUTLETS SHALL NOT BE USED IN STREAMS.
ROCK SIZE AS SPECIFIED.
MAX DROPS = 1.0m
DROPS TO BE SIMILAR FOR BOX OUTLETS.

CLASS 8 GEOTEXTILE AT FOOT OF DROP.
EQUIVALENT AREA OF PLACE ROCK >= 90000 CM2 OVER.
SINGLE LAYER OF ROCK (200 CM) TO Battery.

Grade No.2 concrete.

Drop outlet

Rock Dispersing Apron

Place rock 2D from end of apron
For Easement with concrete apron
Wingwall to wingwall as shown above
For multi-plate outlets apron to end from
be well interlocked.
Stone over class 8 geotextile. Top layer to
apron to have top layer of 250mm - 300mm.